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The Fourth Annual Kyoto Prize in Basic Science: Noam Chomsky

Noam Chomsky has revolutionized our understanding of human language as a
phenomenon of the physical world. His great achievement in linguistics has been a
theory of generative grammar which, with unprecedented originality, fuses three major
strands in the history of the field into a powerful scientific research program. Chomsky's
theory unites the tradition in the formal analysis of natural language with the search for
explanatory models in historical linguistics. A major tenet of the latter tradition is that
linguistic change is lawful (governed by general rules) and hence that relationships
between languages can be explained with a model which postulates an abstract common
source and sets of rules (sound changes) which predict the differences between languages
in terms of systematic changes from the common source. Chomsky adapted this model to
the description of individual languages, demonstrating that seemingly unrelated or
idiosyncratic properties of sentences result when transformations are applied to the
abstract underlying structure of such sentences. He developed a model of grammar
consisting of rules which specify the linguistic structure of sentences and principles
which govern their application and output. Chomsky claimed that a grammar and the
theory it is derived from represent a speaker's "tacit knowledge" of language and that
they must therefore be a part of the structure of the mind/brain. Generative grammar is
thus a theory about the physical world in the tradition of philosophical grammar going
back to the speculative grammarians of the Middle Ages.

Chomsky's psychological interpretation of grammar raises two fundamental questions:
How is knowledge of language acquired and how is it put to use? Chomsky has noted
that the central issue of the creative aspect of language use remains as much a mystery
today as it was to the Cartesians who raised it three centuries ago. The question of
language acquisition is related to classical issues in epistemology that are also central to
philosophy and psychology. Chomsky has argued that children acquiring a first language
do not receive sufficient information to account for the knowledge of language they come
to have; hence some knowledge of language must be genetically determined as part of a
language faculty of mind/brain which controls language acquisition. Chomsky thus
recasts the Cartesian doctrine of innate ideas (as opposed to empiricism, the view that all
knowledge is learned from experience) in terms of a species-universal faculty of mind he
calls Universal Grammar (UG).

The theory of UG that Chomsky has been developing involves general well-formedness
conditions on linguistic structure formulated in terms of basic concepts of grammar (e.g.
case, government, and binding). Chomsky and others have shown that these principles of
UG apply across languages, despite obvious differences between languages. Thus
Chomsky's work goes beyond the achievement of 19th Century historical linguistics,
which was to establish the relationships among members of language families.
Chomsky's theory of UG identifies the basis of all languages as an inborn property of
human beings.

Through generative grammar, the study of language approaches the outlook and
methodology of the natural sciences. Chomsky's work on language provides a model for
cognitive science: a scientific study of human cognition through the investigation of
mental structures, representations, and operations. The Kyoto Prize, the Japanese
counterpart of the Nobel Prize, is the first major award to recognize Chomsky's
substantial contributions to modern science.

Robert Freidin, Associate Editor, BBS
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Please send BBS your email address

All BBS Associates and any non-Associates who have served as referees, commentators
or authors, or who are qualified and interested in serving as referees or commentators for
BBS:

Please send us your electronic mail address, if you have one. (If you don't have one, you
are strongly urged to look into the advantages of getting one -- not only for BBS's sake!)

BBS is implementing more and more of its peer communication functions by electronic
mail. This not only increases the speed and efficiency of BBS's interaction with the
world biobehavioral and cognitive science community, but it dramatically increases its
scope and range as well. Abstracts can be circulated by email in advance to allow
potential commentators to nominate themselves. Referee reports can be submitted by
email. The BBS Associateship can be more representatively canvassed to determine what
topics and authors they would like to see treated in BBS. New Associates can be
nominated by email, etc.

Electronic mail addresses can be sent to our regular mail address. (Any available
departmental or institutional email directories would be very helpful too.)

Behavioral and Brain Sciences
20 Nassau Street, Room 240

Princeton NJ 08542

Or they can be sent by electronic mail to any of the following electronic mail addresses.
(Because email is not yet reliable, please try several until you receive confirmation that
your message has been received.)

INTERNET
harnad@confidence.princeton.edu

harnad@princeton.edu
harnad@elbereth.rutgers.edu

srh@flash.bellcore.com

BITNET
harnad@pucc.bitnet

UUCP
harnad@princeton.uucp

princeton!confidence!harnad

CSNET
harnad % confidence.princeton.edu@relay.cs.net

Along with your email address you are encouraged to include you suggestions about
current BBS editorial policy and directions you would like to see BBS take in the future.
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